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M-ACCRETIVE OPERATORS WITH M-DISPERSIVE RESOLVENTS1

RALPH DELAUBENFELS

Abstract.  We characterize linear m-accretive operators with  m-dispersive re-

solvents. T is linear and m-accretive, with (X + T)~l m-dispersive, if and only if the
/ n +1    \ °°

sequence ( n\<¡>(\ + T)      x)    - ecIuals tne moments of a positive measure on the

positive real line, for sufficiently many $ in X*, x in X.

Introduction. Classical analysis is often very useful in linear operator theory. In

another paper, we show that T is a spectral operator of scalar type when the

sequence {<p(Tnx))x=a equals the moments of a positive measure, for sufficiently

many ^> in X*,x in X. In this paper, we consider the sequence ( n\<p(X + T)n+ xjn=0,

for some positive A, and again apply the classical analysis of the moment problem.

We say that a sequence of real numbers (an)x=0 satisfies a Stieltjes moment

condition if 'LakaJnk+J > 0 and Lakajak+j+l > 0, for all finite sequences (ak) of

complex numbers. These conditions are satisfied if and only if there exists a positive

measure p so that

/■00

/   t"dp(t)    for all«       (see [3]).

We will say (a„)£°=0 is Stieltjes if, in addition, *L„infk<n\ak\~1/2k is infinite. When

(a„)^L0 is Stieltjes, the positive measure jti is unique.

If T is a linear operator, then a vector x is quasi-analytic for Tif £ninfJUn||7,*.x||~1/*

is infinite. 3AT) is the set of all quasi-analytic vectors for T(see [1]).

T is m-accretive if it is densely defined and (-T) generates a 1-parameter

contraction semigroup. If the semigroup is positive, on a Banach lattice, T is

m-dispersive.

See [2] for other terminology in operator theory, such as accretive and core.

Theorem. Suppose X is a Banach lattice, T is closed, densely defined and accretive,

and there exists 2) ç X+C\ 3¡q(T) such that (X + T)(3>)<z2 and span (2) is a core

for (X + T)2, for some X > 0. Then T is m-accretive, with (A + T)'1 m-dispersive if

and only if the sequence (nl<b(X + T)"+ x)=0 satisfies a Stieltjes moment condition

foralldyin(X*)+,xin2.
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Proof. Suppose Fis m-accretive, with (À + T)~l m-dispersive.

We have, for all 4> in X*, x in the domain of T, the resolvent formula

n\<b(X + T)" + 1x =  rs"<h(e-s(^Ty>x) ds.

When § g (X*)+, x g 2, then e-s(*+r>~\ the semigroup generated by (A + T)~\ is

positive, so (b(e~5iX + T) x) ds is a positive measure. Thus, (n\(j>(X + T)"+ x) 0

satisfies a Stieltjes moment condition. (Note that the density of the domain of F was

not needed here.)

Conversely, suppose (n\<f>(X + T)n+ x)¡=0 satisfies a Stieltjes moment condi-

tion, for all <t> in (X*)+, x in 2.

Since x g 2q(T), the sequence is Stieltjes. Thus, if <j> g (X*)+, x g 2, there exists

a unique positive measure u^ x such that

(1) n\<p(X + T)"*lx =  Ffdnt x(t)    for all n.
•'o

' Note that

r~t"fxdHjs)dt = r ff'dtdu^js)

= Ç -fi^^Js) = "'MX + T)"+Zx

= /Xi"^*.(A-r),(0-
•'o

Since the positive measure in (1) is unique, we have

(2) rdp^x(s)dt = dp^(X+T)x(t),   iorall<hm(X*y,x<E2.
J i

This implies that dul>xX + T)ix(t)/dt exists and is a continuous function of /. For

each t, define F(t): (X + T)2(2) -* X** by

(3) [„,),](,).**«,

if <b is positive. For arbitrary (¡> g X*, there exist positive <¡>l, <f>2, 03, <J>4, with <£>,

orthogonal to <j>2, </>3 orthogonal to 04 and <b = (<f>l - <¡>2) + i(<¡>} - <p4). Then

[F(t)y]+* [F(t)y}<t>l-[F(t)y]<¡>2 + i([F(t)y]<b,-[F(t)y}<t>4).

To see that F(f )> g X**, note that if <¡> g (X*)+,

\F(t)(X + T)x(<t>)\ = rdu^Js) < fXd^x(s) = <i>(A + T)x.

Since F(rXA + T)x is positive, this implies that ||F(r)(A + T)x\\ < ||(A + T)x\\.

Thus||F(0H < 1, for allí > 0.

Note that F(0)(A + T)x = f~F(s)x ds = (X + T)x. Thus F(0) = I. Collecting

all the facts about F(t): For ally g (A + T)2(2), <¡> g (X*)+,

(4) [ F( t ) y ] ( <b ) is positive continuous function off,

(5) F(0) = /,
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(6) n\<H\+Ty + 1y=  rr[F(t)y](4>)dt,
Jo

/cc [F(s)y]($)ds=[F{t)(X+T)y](<b).

To show that F is m-accretive, we need to show that the range of (A + F) is

dense. First, we will show that the range of (A + F)3 is dense in the range of

(A+ F)2, written R(X + T)2.

So suppose (¡> g [F(A + F)3]-1, the annihilator of F(A + F)3. There exist posi-

tive <i>,, <h2, <f>3, <j>4 with <¡>l orthogonal to <|>2, <j>3 orthogonal to <j>4, so that <> = (<£,-

<t>2) + i(4>3 - <t>4).

Suppose v g (A + T)2(2). Then, for all n, 0 = «!<i>(A + T)"+1>\ By (6), this

implies that

f   t"[F(t)y}(<p1)dt= f   t"[F(t)y]($2)dt.

Since [F(t)y](<p¡) is positive, for i = 1,2, the uniqueness of the positive measure in

(1) implies that [F(t)y]<pxdt = [F(t)y]<¡>2 dt. Since F(t) is continuous, this implies

that [F(t)y]<bx = [F(t)y]<b2; in particular,

4>i(y) = [F(0)7]^ = [F(0)y]<h = <b2(y).

By an identical argument, <¡>3(y) = <t>4(y)- Thus <¡>(y) = 0.

Since the span of 2 is a core for (A + F)2, (A + T)2(2) is total in F(A + F)2.

Since <i> annihilates the total set (A + T)2(2), <¡> g [R(X + F)2]-1.

Thus, since Fis closed, F(A + T)2 = F(A + F)3.

Since Fis accretive, this implies that Fis m-accretive, on R(X + T)2. This implies

that (A+ F)_1isa bounded operator on F(A + F)2. Thus, if x is in the domain of

F, then x = (A + F)"2(A + F)2x is in F(A + F)2. Since the domain of T is dense,

and F is closed, F(A + F)2, and therefore F(A + T), equals X. Thus F is m-accre-

tive.

To show that F has an m-dispersive resolvent, we will extend F(t) to all of 2, and

show that it equals the semigroup generated by (A + F)"1.

Differentiating both sides of (7) gives»

(8) -F(t)y = F'(t)(X + T)y   for all y g (A + T)2{2).

This implies that F(t)y = e~'(X+T) y (the semigroup exists, because (A + F)"1 is

bounded). Thus F(?)(A + T)2x is a C°° function of t, for all x in 2.

By (2), this implies that dp^ x(t)/dt exists, and is a C°° function of t, for all x in

2,<bin(X*)+.

Define G(t): 2 -» Jf** exactly as F(i) was defined in (3). Equations (4)-(8) all

hold for G(t).

Since e~'(X+T)~1x (equal to G(t)x) is positive, for all x in 2, and ^ equals X+,

e-t(\+T)   ¡s positive, so that (A + T)'1 is m-dispersive, concluding the theorem.

The hypotheses are clearly satisfied when F is bounded and accretive (letting

2 = X+). Note that T is automatically m-accretive.
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Corollary. Suppose X is a Banach lattice and T is bounded and accretive. Then

(A + T)'1 is m-dispersive if and only if (n\<¡>(X + T)n+ x)=0 satisfies a Stieltjes

moment condition for all <b in ( X*)+, x in X+.
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